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Sales (1993) 

The dynamic Trap concept   
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The dynamic Trap concept cont.   
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Hermanrud et al., 2014  

Fault intersections: leaky 
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From the reservoir to the seafloor 

fom Ostanin et al. (2013)  Vadakkepuliyambatta et al., 2013 
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MPOG / sea bed surveys 

Active hydrocarbon basins leak oil and/or gas causing local anomalies in the overburden, the sediment surface and even in the ocean 

and atmosphere. The anomalies can be geophysical or geochemical in nature but also biological. Recognizing and analyzing these 

anomalies yields an understanding of the hydrocarbon plumbing system that helps explorers assessing the prospectivity of potential 

hydrocarbon basins. 
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Crude: the light components leak  
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Measure Microbal activity as they….. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Convert Hydrocarbons to           

         1.  Alkohol 

         2 . Acids 

         3.  CO2 
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Sorry confidential 8 slides removed 
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The signal and the Noise…. 

 
      signal                     noise 
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Key conclusion from MPOG study  

 

FIT data and study of geosections indicative of a component of lateral migration 

causing  Hans and Fritz false oil anomalies. 

While Ref area data are gas prone, Mister X samples are clearly more oil prone. 

This was applied in the source risk. 

The key is that rather than utilizing them as direct HC indicators to de-risk Mister 

X, they are used to de-risk the petroleum system: 

› Oil case  

› Play on Source presence 1.0 

› Access to charge changed from 0.7 to 0.9 

Importance of good calibration wells is evident! 
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Conclusions 

› A major learning was that it proved to be important to utilize reference data from exploration wells to 

calibrate data collected over prospects to establish the relevance and reliability of the observed 

anomalies. 

› Careful study of the subsurface (faults and sub crops) and integration of seismic with geochemical data 

from wellbores is necessary to establish an understanding of the fluid pathways, linking subsurface and 

surface anomalies.   

› A common observation was that in most cases “the signal” (e.g. hydrocarbons) is transported  both: 

 1. laterally by dipping conductive layers in the overburden  

 2. vertically by faults/seal leakage 

› In terms of risking the learning so far was that it is very difficult to differentiate the two. The art of de-

risking a prospect is to differentiate between the vertical seepage (prospect specific signal) and a more 

regional lateral transport (“play component”). 

› So, despite no substitute for prospect specific fluid indicators suitable for a direct prospect ranking, 

employment of surface sampling can help to de-risk the petroleum system. Referencing sea floor 

samples with geochemical data from well bores and sufficient dense sea floor samples of reference 

wells, the HC phase risk can be de-risked.  
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Chand et al., 2012  
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Increase Base Tertiary brightening  

MPOG anomalies 

Spectrum of Seepage Styles 

Thaesher et al. 1996(Thrasher/BP) 


